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Voluntary and Open Membership 
Cooperatives are voluntary organizations open to all persons able to use their services and willing to accept the 
responsibilities of membership without gender, social, racial, political, or religious discrimination. 

Democratic Member Control
Cooperatives are democratic organizations controlled by their members who actively participate in setting their 
policies and making decisions. Men and women serving as elective representatives are accountable to their members. 
In cooperatives members have equal voting rights (one member, one vote). 

Member Economic Participation
Members contribute equitably to, and control democratically, the capital of their cooperative. Members usually 
receive limited compensation, if any, on capital subscribed as a condition of membership. Members allocate surpluses 
for any of the following purposes: developing their cooperative, possibly by setting up reserves, part of which would 
at least be indivisible; benefiting members in proportion with their transactions with the cooperative; and supporting 
other activities as approved by membership.

Autonomy and Independence
Cooperatives are autonomous, self help organizations controlled by their members. If they enter into agreements 
with other organizations, including governments, or raise capital from external sources, they do so on terms that 
ensure democratic control by their members and maintain their cooperative autonomy.

Education, Training and Information
Cooperatives provide education and training for their members, elected representatives, and employees so that they 
can contribute effectively to the development of their cooperatives. They inform the general public—particularly 
young people and opinion leaders—about the nature and benefits of cooperation.

Cooperation Among Cooperators
Cooperatives serve their members most effectively and strengthen the cooperative movement by working together 
through local, national, regional, and international structures.

Concern for the Community
Cooperatives work for the sustainable development of their communities through policies approved by their members. 

THE SEVEN
COOPERATIVE
PRINCIPALS
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ORGANIZATIONAL
ENDS & VISION
STATEMENTS

 

ENDS:
The Berkshire Cooperative Association cultivates a sustainable local/regional economy and cooperatively builds 
a vibrant community.  To this end, the Berkshire Cooperative Association:

E1. Operates a financially successful, community-oriented natural food store that specializes in consciously   
 selected fresh food and meals, with reasonably priced options.
E2. Flourishes
E3. Is a model of social and environmental stewardship
E4.  Is accessible, welcoming, inclusive and innovative
E5. Fosters the growth of local/regional food systems
E6.  Develops an informed and engaged community
E7.  Promotes healthful living
E8.  Supports a sustainable environment 

 OPERATIONAL VISION:
To be a transformative force in the community
To serve as a model of a sustainable business alternative
To nurture social and economic well being in an environmentally sound manner
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BOARD
PRESIDENT’S
STATEMENT

The Berkshire Co-op Market has completed its first full fiscal year as a true cooperative 
organization operating under a new set of bylaws. Already, this new structure is proving 

to be advantageous: our members are now legal owners of the Co-op and, for the first time, 
we will be paying out a patronage dividend to owners based on the amount they spent during 
the previous year. Also, some of the federal taxes we would normally have paid on profits will, 
instead, be retained by the Co-op to invest in our business; this valuable tax benefit specific to 
cooperatives allows us to keep more money within our community. 

Despite the economic downturn, the Co-op operated with a modest financial profit during the 
past year. We used some of the surplus to pay off remaining loans from owners who had supported the move to 
our current location, and we consolidated our remaining debt into a single loan at an advantageous interest rate. 
As a result, the Co-op grew financially stronger during the past year.

The Co-op has been very successful in its current location to the point that we do a remarkable volume of business 
as a retail grocery store in a fairly small space. This year, the Board began discussing the possibility of expanding 
the store to meet a wider range of owners’ interests and needs as a way to build upon our success. We want to ex-
plore whether it makes sense to expand the store and, if so, what it would take to do so onsite or to relocate. The 
Board is interested in hearing the perspectives of owners on the question of possible expansion or relocation, and 
we will be providing opportunities for a dialogue on this important subject. 

The Board continues its commitment to increasing the amount of local, organic, sustainable, and fair-trade items 
we purchase. We feel that the Co-op has an important role to play in supporting local agriculture and local food 
production through our purchasing decisions. We also feel that the Co-op has a responsibility to bring people 
together to work in common to create a vital local economy—one that includes a strong agricultural and food 
production sector. Many people are now aware of the dangers to health and the environment posed by factory 
farming and other conventional agricultural practices, as well as by the cultivation of genetically modified crops 
and, more recently, genetically modified salmon. While education and political activism play an important role in 
realigning agricultural practices with the laws of nature, so too do our daily purchases—which is why the Co-op is 
a significant resource for our community. 

I would like to thank our General Manager, Art Ames, and all of the managers and staff members for their tremen-
dous contributions to the success of the Co-op; their collective commitment is what enables the Co-op to flour-
ish. I would also like to thank the Board of Directors for its hard work this past year on behalf of the Co-op and 
its owners; their thoughtfulness and dedication help the Co-op to move steadily in a positive direction. Finally, I 
would like to thank you, our owners—the Co-op exists, and impacts our community in positive ways, because of 
your patronage, values and commitment.
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GENERAL
MANAGER’S
REPORT

There’s no denying that Fiscal Year 2010 for Berkshire Co-op Market represents a rebound 
considering that the country was mired in a deep recession the year before. While there 

certainly are challenges, similar to many other area businesses, we’ve seen energy prices de-
cline, and we’ve also worked hard to continue to reduce operating costs by fine tuning systems 
and becoming more productive and efficient. This was also our first full year as a legally rec-
ognized cooperative and consequently, it is the first time in our long history that we are able 
to return some of our success to our owners in the form of a Patronage Dividend.  As you look 
through our financial report, you will see a few brand new line items to contemplate.  This 

report is my opportunity to let you know what happened last year.  In other venues, I’ll continue the discussion on 
present developments and future plans.  
As you may know, our Board of Directors has changed our Ends Policies to better reflect the direction that the 
Berkshire Co-op Market will be heading in the future. Our Ends Policies represent the philosophical direction 
that our organization takes, and it is my role as General Manager to interpret those Ends and to make progress 
toward achieving them through operational decisions. My Annual Report is based on the Ends Policies used in 
FY 2010

Our Ends Policies are that the Co-op...
Operates a financially successful, community-oriented natural food store that specializes 
in consciously selected fresh foods and meals with reasonably priced options. 
This section represents the overall direction of our Ends and, in following paragraphs, there will be more of a 
comprehensive report.  Essentially, as we continue to grow our representation of local foods there is a conscious 
and deliberate effort to build our community orientation.  We are able to meet and develop relationships with 
our local producers, and when you shop at our co-op, you know that you are in Berkshire County based on our 
products and supporting information.  We continue to ensure that all of our products do not knowingly contain 
artificial ingredients, continue to offer you choices ranging from natural to certified organic and continue to pro-
vide choices that reflect a variety of costs.  This past year, we have added choices to our ‘The Basics’ program and 
increased our community contributions to provide those in need with access to healthy foods.
Are we financially successful? From our perspective, we are.  That being said, it’s necessary to point out that our 
total sales were just about $7,600,000, and our total net income for the year was just about $129,000.  While any 
one of us would love to have that kind of money, it actually represents a very small profit based on the size of our 
operations.  Through our policies and Ends, we’ve remained committed to investing our resources into fair prices 
for our growers, reasonable wages for our employees, contributions to our community, outreach and education 
programs in our local schools, and support of other cooperatives in need.  This year, a portion of our profit derived 
from owners was returned as a Patronage Dividend. For now, I’ve interpreted our results to signify that 
indeed we have had a financially successful year, recognizing that our structure dictates that we not 
realize an extremely large net income. 
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Through increased outreach to our schools and local organiza-
tions, we continue to offer a variety of no-charge programs to 
help deliver the message that it is more affordable and healthier 
to actually cook at home instead of popping something into the 
microwave or fast food alternatives. We support this premise with 
newsletter articles, representation at local events, and discussions 
with area health providers. Consequently, the choices we make 

when we bring new items into the store reflect this approach. Yes, we have a large selection of snack items, candy, 
and convenience foods. However, the majority of our new items continue to focus on bulk selection, increased 
selection in our Produce Department, replacement product such as “gluten-free” in our baking section and lactose 
replacement such as coconut-based dairy products, that allow you a broader choice if you cook at home. 
We have expanded our offerings in the Café and Hot Food Bar for those who are looking for a lunch choice or oc-
casional dinner choice as well. We continue to promise to offer a vegetarian and meat choice on all days, and have 
improved the variety to include more narrow dietary needs. It remains a matter of common sense to recognize 
that we are simply not physically big enough to satisfy every individual’s needs at all times, but will continue to 
strive to do so.
We have put a different and more inclusive focus on our meat and seafood choices as we move to more sustainable 
seafood and look for moderately priced additions as well. We continue to be a consistent source for meats, and 
continue to offer whole organic chicken as part of our “Basics” program. We’ve also expanded our frozen beef and 
lamb choices by partnering with our local producers.
Our kitchen, which runs 19 hours a day, is not big enough to offer full scale catering. However, more and more 
often, local organizations, groups and individuals have been able to arrange to have our Co-op supply them with 
their special occasion needs. We do not advertse much for these services, but I encourage you, our owners, to 
discuss your own needs with our Prepared Foods department. If you have special dietary needs or simply want a 
more pure or healthier alternative, we’ll do our best for you. 
It continues to be a focus that we remain community oriented by addressing the needs and desires of everyone in 
our diverse community. This year, we continued to focus on the cost of food and doing our part to offer food to all 
consumers, regardless of income. With that in mind, as mentioned previously, we expanded our “Basics” program 
and have seen more consumers taking advantage of it. We also offer and give “affordability” tours to area busi-
nesses upon request. Essentially, groups of consumers are shown how to most effectively compare costs and read 
unit labels, given examples of how a change in  shopping and personal habits such as buying in bulk could signifi-
cantly lower one’s food bill, and are introduced to items and products in the Wellness Department that could help 
to reduce out of pocket medical expenses. These tours are intended to inform and educate and everything learned 
can be used at any grocery store at any time. As a result, those of us who work in the co-op see that our customer 
base continues to expand across income levels. As an aside, if you work for or run a local business, feel free to talk 
to us about setting up a similar program for your employees. 
We’ve made an effort to make sure that our vital consumer documents such as by-laws, “The Basics” list and vision 
statements are offered in a bi-lingual format. We also have employees who are bi-lingual and who are available and 
do assist as needed. Great Barrington continues to be predominately Caucasian and English speaking, yet our cus-
tomer base reflects the general population and trends indicate that we are becoming a more diverse community. 
Any of you who shop at the co-op even occasionally must notice the different level of engagement between shop-
pers, employees and suppliers that happens all the time. People actually talk to each other in the aisles, engage at 
the cash registers, congregate on the patio, and mingle in the parking lot. Frankly, this is something that remains 
unique at the co-op. You simply do not find this in other grocery retail establishments, at least nowhere near this 
level. It’s difficult to quantify this, yet based on one on one conversations, requests for bulletin board postings and 

requests for co-op involvement in community events, I am comfortable stating that the Berkshire Co-
op Market is perceived and acts as a hub of the community. 

GENERAL
MANAGER’S
REPORT
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Flourishes
As you can see from the accompanying Financial Statement, our 
total assets actually are building again as planned. Basically, we 
had accumulated cash for a few years in order to have sufficient 
funds to pay out a significant portion of our member debt, based 
on our loan program that raised money for our relocation seven 
years ago. This year, our assets increased by over $133,000 repre-

senting the fact that we continue to pay off our long term debt and are also able to build on our cash reserves for 
future needs. Simply put, we owe less money and have improved our financial foundation. 
Although we have changed the structure of our organization which is affecting the way that we count the actual 
number of owners (formerly members), 322 people decided to become Owners in FY2010 for a variety of reasons. 
Our owner base continues to rise. 
The average sale per customer has increased in FY 2010 from approximately $25.65 per customer visit to $26.75 
per visit.  Now that we are not experiencing the same rise in food costs as the year before, this signifies that the 
average customer is buying more product form the co-op than ever before. Our total number of customer visits 
has also increase by 6% over last year, signifying that more people are also shopping at the co-op than ever before. 

Is a model of social and environmental stewardship. 
I note that the bar is set high.  We endeavor to not only take into consideration the way we treat each other and 
the way our operation affects our environment, but that we will be a model. I readily admit that we are making 
progress and that we have more to do.  We do offer a unique employee/employer relationship in that there is a 
two-way expectation of performance and attitude. We do our best to create a workforce that not only lives in our 
community but is able to learn new skills so that they can be more prepared to succeed, whether that be at the 
co-op or in future employment. Our staff has received specialized training this year in a variety of areas including 
food safety, human resources, IT, Excel, other computer skills, product knowledge, merchandising, communica-
tion skills, heath care, allergy awareness, recycling, eco-friendly products and supplies, marketing, finance, com-
munity development, customer relations, confidentiality regulations and agricultural concerns. 
We continue to make difficult choices about being more sensitive to the sustainability of  the environment.  Since 
transitioning to a small charge for new paper bags 3 years ago and offering free recycled options and $2 canvas 
bags, our purchases of new paper bags has declined by 80%!!! We have eliminated plastic containers at our food 
bar, our to-go silverware is now compostable, we are about to transition to drinking straws and stirrers made from 
recycled material, and continuously evaluate all of our packaging.  Recently, we brought in ceramic coffee/tea 
mugs to cut down on paper cups as well.  We have also had our electric use monitored and evaluated as part of an 
annual process and have modified some electrical components to also increase efficiencies. Our physical building 
remains energy inefficient and we have begun the discussion to make significant investment in order to address 
that issue. 

Is accessible, welcoming, inclusive and innovative
There are times that our physical location is simply not big enough such as Owner Appreciation Days, peak sum-
mer days, special events, and, on occasion when we neglect to monitor our parking lot, during weekend daytime 
events in venues like The Mahawie Theater. On those occasions we may fall short of being appropriately “acces-
sible”. We will continue to work on promoting early and late hours and event planning to try to spread out the 
traffic, but this will remain an issue for the foreseeable future. 
We also define “accessible” as the ability to communicate and to offer opportunity for owners and others to com-
municate and to expect a response in turn. First of all, the simple fact that, as an area retailer, we publish our fi-
nancial information and discuss it openly is a recognized rarity. Other retailers question whether this 
affects our ability to be competitive when “competitors” can learn so much about us.  To put it simply, 
we are not a traditional or conventional retailer. As a cooperative, it is our obligation to serve our 
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owners and to inform them. As a result, accessibility takes on this 
additional meaning. We continue the efforts with an extremely ac-
tive “suggestion box” and, as you know, we post answers to your 
questions even when we have to either say “no” or give unpleasant 
information. We know by your active participation that you con-
sider us to be accessible. By answering honestly and directly we are 
able to communicate with all of you in a cohesive and inclusionary 

manner. It is my belief that this also helps us to be more welcoming and warm. 
While we do make mistakes, our employees are here to serve your needs and recognize that every individual who 
walks into our doors will be treated with respect, focus, kindness and without judgment. Based on your feedback 
to us, we are succeeding. We also believe that we must treat our employees with the same consideration and also 
offer a living wage in spite of a declining economy if we are to expect this philosophy to work. We recognize that it 
is our responsibility to do what we can to contribute positively to our local economy in spite of declining financial 
indicators. One of the best ways to do so is to continue to help our employees to be able to afford to live in their 
own communities. 
All are welcome at the co-op.  We recognize that this should also include those in our community who may not 
always be welcome in other venues and we continue to do our best to find accommodation for all. Thanks to you, 
our owners, for being accommodating as well.  We extend this to our employee base and collaborate with local 
organizations focused on working with individuals with a variety of challenges in a workplace setting.  
I am fortunate to have a leadership team willing to experiment and try new things.  This bucks our natural tenden-
cy to be resistant to change. On that note, we are in the second year of an innovative whole store systems project 
that will combine our front cash register system with inventory controls, ordering segments, pricing programs and 
data analysis.  This is a process that is often reserved for the largest of chain stores.  When completed, we expect the 
result to lead to the ability to lower retail prices due to increased efficiency and we also expect our co-op to serve 
as a training model for other co-ops nationwide.

Fosters the growth of local/regional food systems.
Your Board of Directors has indicated that we must focus more on this End in the coming year(s) and consequent-
ly through our planning, this will take a more prominent role.  This year, we assisted three local companies in the 
development, design and roll out of new locally made products.  All are available at the co-op.  We worked with 
them on everything from label design, ingredients, accessing licensing information, marketing, and labor analysis. 
At no time did we charge for any of these services.  Our only stipulation is that the product be made locally and 
that our co-op would have the opportunity to offer the product to our consumers.  
We have begun a new partnership with the New England Farmers Union as a charter member of their organi-
zation. This group supports the ability of our region to develop and market new crops. Additionally, we have 
increased our participation with The Neighboring Food Co-op Association, a group of 20+ regional consumer co-
ops dedicated to providing a larger selection of local products.  I further recognize that this issue is an immense 
one that will take more resources than the co-op can provide.  Consequently, we are putting the finishing touches 
on a cooperative program with other agencies to be able to lend funds to local producers sometime in 2011, and 
are looking long term to grow the co-op’s business in order to offer increased resources. 

Develops an informed and engaged community. 
Throughout my report, I’ve referred to several programs and daily activities that speak to this particular End. We 
continue to increase our involvement and participation at other community events, speak at a variety of meetings 
and local functions, and communicate daily with owners in the Co-op. For those of you on our List Serve (and 

if you are not, call us ASAP and get on it), you already know that we are probably your first contact 
when there is a significant food recall or health issue. We don’t take the easy way out. We continue to 
talk about the true cost of goods, that we perceive local product as a premium product, that food costs 
will continue to rise and the answer is not always in discounted sales but in altering consumer hab-
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its, and that making a true positive impact on our environment 
means that we all must alter our personal habits in order to truly 
make a difference. 
Our lending library continues to grow, and our school outreach 
program is flourishing. We continue to offer accessibility of in-
formation through our website, access to the internet in our store, 
and a resource computer as well for your use. 

Our employees continue to be sent all over the country for a variety of training and education, often through our 
sister cooperative, NCGA (National Cooperative Grocers Association). I continue to serve on the NCGA Board 
of Directors, partially to ensure that education continues and that we do not lose sight of our triple bottom line 
which consists of finance, values and environment. Also, our managers are often called on by other cooperatives 
for advice and information and we willingly continue to cooperate with other co-ops. For example, it’s rewarding 
to see other co-ops use our new by-laws as a model and develop their own versions of our “Basics” program.

Supports a Sustainable Environment
We remain committed to making environmental improvements to the way we do business. I’ve already mentioned 
packaging, energy, and we continue to internally recycle whatever we can. 
Our food that is still edible but has gone past our sell standards is donated to a variety of food shelters and or-
ganizations. Food that is not any longer able to be donated is offered to our local farmers for compost or animal 
supplemental feed. 
As mentioned, we continue to be the only retailer in the county and perhaps one of the only ones in the state that 
charges a nominal fee for new paper bags, and donates all funds to local environmental groups. We’ve offered evi-
dentiary information that includes our own cost savings, the sustainability of the program and the fact that our 
consumers have recommended the project to other area retailers. While unfortunately the idea has not taken hold 
around here, I am delighted to report that several co-ops across the country have moved in this direction. We con-
tinue to decline to offer a “paper or plastic” option in spite of the fact that it is considerably less expensive to do so. 
We have had a challenge due to technical limitations to completely report back to you on our support of local pro-
ducers.  We did install our new system last November and this coming year, will be able to report on an entire year.  
We do like the fact that you can now look at the bottom of your cash register receipt and actually see how much 
you spent for local products. Unofficially, it is our estimate that we increased local food (from a 100 mile radius) 
purchases from $736,500 last year to $783,000 this year.  Our local food system has been changing for a few years. 
The demand for local product has outstripped the supply. We continue to work on product replacement as a focus. 
The premise is that we will expand our analysis to regional systems so that items that we carry will have a smaller 
transportation carbon footprint in the future, wherever possible. 

Promote Healthful Living
As I state often, we sell natural food, yet we are not a health food store. Our challenge continues to be the ability 
to promote healthful living in a sustainable manner and yet offer appropriate individual choices. By adhering to 
our natural foods product mix, offering fresh food recipes, having the knowledge to offer individual advice to our 
owners and customers in all departments, and by cooking in-house food that tastes good and includes fresh ingre-
dients, we can do a better job of promoting healthful living. 
We’ve analyzed our in-store fresh foods options as well and have reduced the sodium content in the majority of 
our recipes and are almost finished doing the same for sweeteners. We won’t stop there. The cry for gluten-free 
products is our newest challenge. We are struggling to find a balance between true need, latest “fads” and being 
able to create product that simply tastes good.  We reject far more “gluten-free” new products than we allow in the 
store, often because they simply don’t taste good. We will continue to offer the opinion to those who 
do not need to consider specific dietary needs as dictated by their health professionals that a common 
sense approach includes a balanced diet that has less to do with eliminating products and more to do 
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with appropriate quantities. 
In our sponsorship and participation with other organizations 
and events, the concept of healthful living is paramount. This past 
year we helped sponsor road races and walkathons and continue to 
partner with area medical practitioners to promote a whole health 
concept from the groceries we buy to the medical check ups we 
support. 

In our partnership with vendors, we at times insist that they alter their old methods and adapt product mix to our 
needs. That continues to be the reason that you can find our in-store sushi to contain real wasabi, no color added 
ginger and brown rice, as one small example. We also contribute information and expectations to regional and na-
tional vendors that have led to product changes in their formulas or, in some instances, removal from our shelves. 
We continue to be pleased with and proud of the fact that we can work together as partners to make change in a 
sustainable fashion.

Summary
From a personal perspective, this year we’ve made significant progress internally with our systems, continue to 
increase productivity, and have been fortunate enough to increase our community contributions with funds, ex-
pertise and partnerships.  Our foundation is stronger than ever but we are at a crossroads. In order to truly be able 
to be prepared for the next decade that will include significantly rising energy costs, increased community needs, 
more focus on local food supply and security, and the simple need to rely on each other to prosper as a community, 
Berkshire Co-op Market will need to assess next steps. Our owners will certainly be the ones to guide us and to 
decide whether we will be in a position to adapt to new realities. Fortunately, FY 2010 also represented a positive 
turning point so that we can realistically be in the position to have this conversation. I thank all of our stakehold-
ers for the support and advice that you’ve offered this year, and look forward to the coming year’s challenges know-
ing that we all share a desire to be an asset to our community.
See you at the Co-op,    

Respectfully submitted,

Art Ames
General Manager
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The following pages include the Financial Review for Fiscal Year 2010, running 
from July 1, 2009 - June 30, 2010.  Note that this review has been conducted by a 
third-party source, Brazee & Huban CPAs.  Representatives from Brazee & Huban, 
CPAs work with our Finance Department, particularly our Business Manager, Bob 
Crowle on a quarterly basis, and offer assistance, advice, and unbiased perspective 
to the General Manager during the yearly budget process.
 
Brazee & Huban CPAs is actually employed by our Board of directors, and as such 
has a fiduciary responsibility to report significant discrepancies to the Board as a 
check and balance. We would like to take a moment to thank Diane Mercier CB, our 
account representative, and Marty Brazee CPA as Principal, for their willingness to 
assist where requested and for their desire and ability to embrace the Co-op's values, 
Ends and operational mission. 

Art Ames
General Manager
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LEADERSHIP
TEAM

Art Ames
general manager

Bob Crowle
business manager

Seth Marcantonio
store manager

Daniel Esko
grocery manager

Allison Floyd
operations manager

Matt Novik
owner services manager

Andrei Smerechniak
produce manager

Michele DiSimone
front-end manager

Eric Jesner
wellness manager

Jeff Schilling
prepared foods manager
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